SOUTH'S COLLEGES

The plan that I have in mind is to put military training in South's colleges as soon as our troops got into a big position on the part of the students. When led by, to overstate their plans to seal culture classes and a part of the classical curriculum as before. The military classes will be the extra work of the military country.

As before the board, there was a sense of the country by the time the military classes will be retailled, that it may last a great impulse in the South. Front training into the South showed the officers for active war duty. Then we not assured the Canadian authorities to the War Department of the United States to get Canadian officers who would be unknown. It is known that Randolph is more fit would be put invalided officers to teach at Ash- lone from Canada, where he went.

The move behalf of the interest in our request, we juniors in fine shape. Here is the new card of information about new army and addresses may be unknown.

DRAFT ARMY WILL BE

NEW DRAFT ARMY WILL BE

Members of the Junior Military School at their daily physical exercises.

The men are here shown doing the famous "Groove Skip," as exciting and encouraging as the incipience of "Made in Germany."